
MOON MAGIC
ritual guide



Saged 2023 Lunar Calendar
Stay informed and aligned with the 2023 lunar calendar! Keep it on your

desk for easy reference, or frame it on your wall. 
 
 

Third Eye Moon Water Jar
Your moon water just got an upgrade with this intentional vessel. This Jar is

charged with magic and will hold your intention with power. Place your
water-filled jar under the moonlight and let the magic happen.

 
Lit Rituals New & Full Moon Candles

These two distinct beeswax candles will ignite your magic at the new and
full moons. With notes of floral and a crystal to amplify your magic, these

candles are potent and powerful. And they smell DIVINE! Be sure to burn on
a fire-safe surface. Dark candle = new moon, light candle = full moon.

 
 

Rainbow Moonstone Crystal
Moonstone is a crystal of new beginnings! It's also great for sharpening

intuition, opening the emotional self, and promoting creativity. You can also
use Moonstone to soothe stress and emotional instability. It'll aid in

activating your pineal gland for a stronger connection to your higher self.
 
 

Incense Spell Paper
Set your intention and send it out to the universe with this aromatic spell
paper. When you burn your intention, it's sent up into the ethers with the

smoke. This powerful practice is a staple in magic and witchcraft.
 
 

Metal Moon Chime
Hang this gorgeous chime as a reminder of your connection to the moon.

 

In this box you'll find:





M o r g a n  G a r z a

Guided Ritual
and Meditation

For each ritual box, there's a
recorded ritual and guided
meditation just for you. You can join
us live on January 26th @ 6pm pst
// 9pm est or catch the recording. 

You'll also experience a guided
visualization meditation to anchor
in the entire ritual.

Your guide through this ritual is Morgan
Garza, CMO of Saged, author, and witch.
She is an embodiment of the divine
feminine here to inspire you to become
your own guru by stepping out of the
darkness of fear and into the light of
activated awareness. She's also a
teacher on Saged!

Join the magic!

https://www.sagedshop.com/pages/january-2023-ritual
https://morgangarza.com/


New moons are a time of new
beginnings and starting fresh. The
moon is renewing and beginning a
new cycle in a new zodiac sign.

This is when yin energy and
contraction are needed. Go inward,
slow down, and listen. This is not a
time to DO but a time to BE. The time
for action is coming and will be
ignited by the 1st quarter moon, a
week after the new moon.

It's customary to set intentions at the
new moon. You'll watch these
intentions bloom as the light of the
moon grows and reaches fullness.

Your intuition may be heightened at
this time, or you may feel extra
sensitive. While you can't see the new
moon in the sky, it has the exact same
gravitational pull on you as the full
moon. It's just a dark moon.

The energy is ripe to get really clear
on what you want. Come from a place
of authenticity and integrity - not fear
or lack. The new moon wants you to
step boldly into your power. This
energy is for expansion into
abundance and love. 

Full moons are a time of completion
and release. While they're only the
halfway point in the full 29.5 day lunar
cycle, they initiate freedom from the
darkness.

A potent time for shadow work, full
moons illuminate all that was
previously hidden in the darkness.
There's no hiding from the light of a
full moon.

Use this energy to let go of anything
hold you back, making you sad, or
feeling heavy. Go out dancing, howl at
the top of your lungs, light sh*t on fire
and feel the release of letting go.

This is a time to DO and take action.
The universe is always conspiring in
your favor, but you have to take action
too.

Step fearlessly into the light and allow
the full moon to illuminate ALL of you.
This is the beauty of duality. You get to
be both hurting and healing. And
that's the whole vibe of the full moon.

Open your heart to what is ready to go
and release it with confidence.

Every 29.5 days, the moon moves into a new zodiac sign. This ebb and flow initiates
expansion and contraction in your inner and outer worlds. And just like the moon, you
go through phases of light and darkness. It 's just as important to release as it is to
plan seeds of intention.

 

YOU ARE ONE WITH THE MOON

NEW AND FULL MOONS

new moons full moons



Before performing any ritual, it 's vital to open sacred space. And when you're
finished, you must close the circle and protect your sacred space and the magic
you made. Take 3 deep breaths, and then call in the directions and elements for
guidance and support:

East // Air
South // Fire

West // Water
North // Earth

Center // Spirit

Since this ritual box contains magic for BOTH the new and full moons, we're going to
focus on opening up to the moon's magic. When you invite the energy of the moon
into your life and into your craft, you open a portal of potential. 

Close your eyes and set the intention of aligning with the moon, in all her phases.
Think about the ease and grace that you'll feel when you are in sync with lady luna.
Ask the moon for guidance, support, and fluidity. Watch the ritual for the guided
meditation and to anchor in this powerful energy.

With your intention fresh on your mind and your channels open to receive, we're
going to be working with BOTH candles in this ritual.

NOTE: we're only going to burn them for a short time so you can use them for the
new and full moons. NEVER blow out a ritual candle. Always snuff it out by licking
your fingers and pinching the wick, or you can use a candle snuffer.

Light both candles. Recall your intention to open up to the moon's magic and all her
phases. Gaze into both flames and think of calling in and releasing. As you make
space for what you want (full moon) you have more energy to call it in (new
moon). 

Feel into the power of both your darkness and your light. Duality is where the real
magic is. 

OPEN SACRED SPACE

SYNC WITH THE MOON

CANDLE MAGIC

Moon Magic Ritual

https://www.sagedshop.com/pages/january-2023-ritual


To close sacred space, call in the directions and elements for guidance and
support. Snuff out both of your candles before closing your circle.

East // Air
South // Fire

West // Water
North // Earth

Center // Spirit

Take your Moonstone, hold it in your hands, and use your intention to cleanse it of
any previous energy. Recall your intention, recall the properties of Moonstone and
perform an energy exchange. Infuse your intention into the Moonstone, and in turn
invite the properties of the crystal into your life. 

From the physical to the metaphysical, crystals are potent healers and magical
allies. When you feel complete, repeat "thank you, thank you thank you" and smile.
Place your crystal somewhere you'll see it often so you can be reminded of your
intention. 

Take the incense spell paper and gently write a few words that represent your
intention on the paper. Sit with this as you FEEL your intention already alive in your
life. As "as if" it 's already here. The more specific, the better. In a fire-safe bowl or
container, light your spell paper and watch as the smoke rises and delivers your
intention to the universe. Inhale the aroma and open all your channels to receive
the magic of the moon!

Regardless of the moon phase, making moon water in honor of connecting to the
moon is super powerful. Fill your glass jar with water, infuse it with your intention,
and place it either outside or on a south-facing windowsill overnight. The next day,
you can do what you please with your moon water. Listen to your intuition. You can
drink it, pour it in your plants, add it to a ritual bath, or set it on your altar. Going
forward, use this charged jar at new and full moons.

CLOSE SACRED SPACE

CHARGE YOUR CRYSTAL

IGNITE YOUR MAGIC

MOON WATER

A beautiful reminder of your infinite connection to the moon, your metal hanging
moon charm can live anywhere you like! Before you hang it, hold it in your hands
and infuse it with your intention. Then, place it somewhere you'll see it often.

CHARGE YOUR MOON CHARM



Show us your
ritual!
Tag us in your posts or
stories so we can see
how you make magic!

sagedshop.com

@sagedapp

If you're not already subscribed to save $11 and receive
ritual boxes monthly, we highly suggest it! We sell out
each month ... subscribe!

https://www.sagedshop.com/
https://www.sagedshop.com/products/saged-boxes-monthly-drops-for-your-spiritual-life
https://www.sagedshop.com/products/saged-boxes-monthly-drops-for-your-spiritual-life
https://www.sagedshop.com/products/saged-boxes-monthly-drops-for-your-spiritual-life

